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Search Engine Primer "Finally, A Step-By-Step System To Getting Top Rankings On The Search

Engines" search engine primer Hello, If you have a website, or are planning on getting one, you'll quickly

figure out that search engines will either be a good friend or your worst enemy! If you can get your site

listed well (meaning your site comes up on the first page or so for popular keywords) you can expect to

get a lot of visitors to your site. What's more important is that they will be targeted, and highly motivated to

read what you have to offer! If your site can't be found on the first page or two of the results for decent

keywords, your site will start to feel like a virtual ghost town! Anyone wishing to earn some money online

will hope to get their site listed well. Granted, search engines are not the only way to get traffic to your

website, but you shouldn't ignore them because they are such a valuable and inexpensive source of

traffic. The problem is that those search engine optimization (SEO) companies want you to believe that it

is impossible for the average human to get their website listed well. You can't blame them for this, though,

because they have to eat too! The truth is that with a little guidance and the ability to follow step-by-step

instructions, even average humans like us can get top rankings! "But How Can I Get A Top Ranking

When The Search Engines Keep Changing The Way They Rank Sites?" The good news about the search

engines is that they don't change the way they rank sites that often. What changes is that they put in

better ways of catching those that try to trick and spam the search engines. So it should be your goal to

not do that! What you should do instead is follow the rules and learn from others that have managed to

figure out how to get top rankings for their own websites. I'm one of those people, and I've put together

the following guide so you can do the same: search engine primer One more thing that I hope you will get

really excited about is that you get FREE reprint rights to the ebook as well!! What this means is that you

are free to give a copy to your friends, newsletter subcribers, website visitors ... anyone you want to!

Good luck, and I wish you the best of success! doman
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